


































































































ENCH 445: KSB Equations 

KA = equilibrium constant 

!  In textbook, this is represented by m

= =

Drop the component subscript for simplicity:

1

When the operating and equilibrium lines are straight, there is an analytical solution for a 
staged contactor. One such equation is the Kremson, Saunders, Brown Equation

	 	 	 	 📕 See pages 485 - 493 of Wankat for the derivation


1- fraction of maximum 
possible removal of A 
from gas phase 
(maximum removal is 
when yout = y*out)

🔍  The *  notation denotes the value of yA which would be in equilibrium with xA,in  

Absorber- use the absorber form of the KSB 
equation. 

In a typical design problem, yin, yout , xin , K are specified ➡  y*out = xinK (yout often = 0)


Then N and xout can be determined for a given value of  
















































































































For a typical operating problem, yin, xin, K and N are specified ➡  y*out = Kxin ➡  This 

equation can be used to determine yout.

N = number of stages 
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When > 1 : large amounts of absorption can be attained even with a moderate 
number of stages 

As seen in the graph, as 

Basic Rule for selecting the flow rate for absorbing liquid: 


⭐  Pinch should be at product end of column and, more specifically, the optimal flow rate of 
the absorbing liquid is given by:

3

📌For graph for the above 
equation, just replace y with x and 
KV/L withL/KV on the graph on 
previous page. i.e. the parameter 
on graph is KV/L

Stripper- the following form of the KSB equation is more convenient  

~ 1.2

becomes greater than ~ 3, there is not much 
benefit in a further increase of 

 Value of xout which would be 
in equilibrium with yin, i.e. 
x*out = yin/K




























































































































For the design of a stripper, the pinch should again be at product end, which now means that 
the optimal flow rate of stripping gas is given by:

4

~ 1.2


